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Today’s Goal

Today

◮ Brief review on

◮ Chapter 27

◮ IS-MP-AD-AS model.

◮ Some exercises on Monetary Policy.



Chapter 27

◮ Monetary policy (choosing Mt) is not exogenous.

Important Concepts

◮ Optimal Monetary Policy – CB chooses Mt to attain the flexible price equilibrium
in response to shocks.

◮ Divine Coincidence – If shock is coming from Demand side (IS shock) or Supply
side, the Price Stabilization is equivalent to Optimal policy.

◮ The Natural Rate of Interest – The real interest rate that sets output equal to
full employment output.

◮ Taylor Rule – the monetary policy in the form of explicit rules relating target
values, e.g. inflation/output gap, to a CB’s policy interest rate.

it = r∗+π∗+φπ(πt −π∗)+φy (Yt −Y f
t )



IS-MP-AD-AS model

◮ Instead of LM curve, we now have the MP curve.

rt = r̄t +(φπ −1)πt

where
r̄t = r∗+(1−φπ)π∗+ et .

◮ Together with
Ct = Cd(Yt −Gt ,Yt+1−Gt+1, rt)

It = I d(rt ,At+1,Kt)

Yt = Ct + It +Gt

we can derive AD-curve on (Yt ,πt) dimensions.





IS-MP-AD-AS model

Aggregate Supply curve (Expectations Augmented Phillips curve)

πt = πe
t + γ(Yt −Y f

t )

Labor market and production function –

Nt = Ns(wt ,θt)

Nt = Nd(wt ,At ,Kt)

Yt = AtF (Kt ,Nt)







Exercises

1. Consider the partial sticky price IS-LM-AD-AS model. Assume the initial economy sits
in a short run equilibrium which coincides with the flexible price equilibrium. Analyze how
optimal monetary policy ought to adjust to the increase in θt .





2. Consider the partial sticky price IS-MP-AD-AS model. Assume the initial economy sits
in a short run equilibrium which coincides with the flexible price equilibrium.

i) Analyze the effect of increase in θt .

ii) Consider two versions of model one in which φπ (the slope of MP curve) is relatively
large, and one in which φπ is relatively low. How does it change the slope of AD-curve?
Comments on how the magnitudes of the change in Yt depend on the value of φπ .






